In the linear quadratic model, the Poisson approximation and the Zaider-Minerbo formula agree on the ranking of tumor control probabilities, up to a critical cell birth rate.
To provide a rule for the agreement or disagreement of the Poisson approximation (PA) and the Zaider-Minerbo formula (ZM) on the ranking of treatment alternatives in terms of tumor control probability (TCP) in the linear quadratic model. A general criterion involving a critical cell birth rate was formally derived. For demonstration, the criterion was applied to a distinct radiobiological model of fast growing head and neck tumors and a respective range of 22 conventional and nonconventional head and neck schedules. There is a critical cell birth rate bcrit below which PA and ZM agree on which one out of two alternative treatment schemes with single-cell survival curves S'(t) and S''(t) offers better TCP: [Formula: see text] For cell birth rates b above this critical cell birth rate, PA and ZM disagree if and only if b >bcrit > 0. In case of the exemplary head and neck schedules, out of 231 possible combinations, only 16 or 7% were found where PA and ZM disagreed. In all 231 cases the prediction of the criterion was numerically confirmed, and cell birth rates at crossovers between schedules matched the calculated critical cell birth rates. TCP estimated by PA and ZM almost never numerically coincide. Still, in many cases both formulas at least agree about which one out of two alternative fractionation schemes offers better TCP. In case of fast growing tumors featuring a high cell birth rate, however, ZM may suggest a re-evaluation of treatment options.